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AGENDA

1. APOLOGIES

2. PRESENTATION FOR 2017 SEASON (Committtee)

 It is proposed that the presentation is no longer held at the AGM and that it is

held as a separate event at a different venue on a Saturday Night at end of

current season.

 Further proposed that clubs will purchase a set minimum number of tickets (4)

for the presentation.

3. Transferring of players to another team from a team that ceases to play in the

current season. (Kings BC) rule 14

14) Players will automatically be registered with a team when their name and South

Yorkshire number appear on a result card. Once registered, players cannot play for

another team in that league for the remainder of that season. No new player

registrations shall be allowed after the 31st July. If an ineligible player is found to

have played, the individual game will be marked as a 21-0 to their opponents (21-10

for averages) and the aggregate score and league points adjusted, plus an additional

2 points deducted for each ineligible player.

Amend to

14) Players will automatically be registered with a team when their name and

Registration Number appear on a result card. Once registered they cannot play for

another team in that league for the remainder of that season unless that team

resigns then they will be free to play for a different team within their club or a team

in a different club. No new player registrations shall be allowed after the 31st July. If

an ineligible player is found to have played, the individual game will be marked as a

21-0 to their opponents (21-10 for averages) and the aggregate score and league

points adjusted, plus an additional 2 points deducted for each ineligible player.

Please note red bit is the additional part


